ROI
of Good Customer Service
THE

Poor quality customer service
occurs for 1 of 3 reasons:
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The agent is
unable to assist
or resolve the
issue for the
customer

There is a
long hold or
delay in
responding to
the customer

The customer
receives the
wrong answer,
solution,
or product

This leads to many
negative consequences,
including: Lost Revenue

Distrust
Turnover
Disengagement
Lower Productivity
Frustration
Negative Reviews

It’s clear that these quality issues are undesirable for
any company, but what’s the true ROI of investing in
the processes to improve customer service?

Consolidation
Efficient systems

standardization
Uniform processes

Centralization
Pooled resources

When these three components exist,
companies deliver good customer service

by working smarter – not harder!
Tangible returns on delivering good customer service are vast
and the value often seen by organizations takes the form of:

Scalability

Avoid customer service impacts during seasonal volume spikes by being
able to scale resources up and down to align with higher service demands.
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In one case, a contact
center was able to
recruit, onboard, & train
200 FTE’s within

MONTHS!

Cost Savings

Optimize processes & tools that effectively reduce
Average Handle Time, which reduce overall costs,
yet still enable agents to meet or exceed their KPI’s.

A leading global water
technology company
reduced overall previous
service desk cost by

MORE THAN

30%

in less than 12 month
through centralization and
standardization into one
contact center.

Process Maturity

Leverage best in class systems, processes, and resources to
prevent ineffective internal legacy technologies or
methodologies from damaging service delivery.

Find and eliminate
the fraud attempts.

More efficient call
handling that reduced
average call time to

Success rate:
>monthly
92%target;

6.5 minutes
for a leader in
culinary appliances

overachieved for
multi-national banking &
financial services corporation

95.5%

Customer Sat.
(15.5% above target)
for leading global
private commercial
real estate services
company

Faster Service Delivery
Focus on the roadblocks to timely service.

By targeting and addressing
service delays, a retailer was
able to improve their
service levels to

94%
of calls

answered

within

19
seconds

Productivity Gains

Agents lose more productivity to ineffective tools, resources, and
processes than you may realize. When properly equipped and trained,
productivity increases.

A leading specialty
department store
reduced Call to
Case ratio by

40% within

Call Abandonment Rate decreased from

17.6% to 7.96%
28%

and Average Handle Time was reduced by

for one of the world’s largest
multinational hotel groups

6 MONTHS

Increased Revenue
Opportunities

If you’re revenue generating, then you can expect to see
increased opportunities by providing good customer service.

By changing their focus,
one financial services company hit

110% of their goal in 90 days.
The result? $204MM in revenue!
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Been struggling to do this alone?
You don’t have to go at it by yourself! For some organizations,
the best next step is a partnership with organizations like CGS.
They helped the organizations in the examples above
and they can probably help you, too.
Learn more about how they can help at cgsinc.com
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